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A NOTE ON PAPPIAN AFINNE PLANES
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Abstract

In (Schmidt and SteinitZ,-1996); an affine plane with Jixed basis ~I ,t2,0}
is coordinated. Then, a ternary operation T on R which is a set of points

on I which is dependent on the coordinate system 11,/2, t is deJined. In

addition, two different binary operation denoted by +,. on R using ternary

operation T. After then, it is showed that (R,+,.) is a division ring. In

this paper, Jirst of all we examined the relation between (R, T) ternary ring

and Desargues postulate in aJine plane. After then, we showed that (R,+,.)
is Jield in case affine plane satisfies Pappus Theorem. This results appeared
in theJirst author's Msc thesis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Definition 1.1: [1] An affine space is a quadrupel A =( P , L , II ' -) where

P is a set, L is a set of nonempty subsets of P , II is a binary relation on Land -
is a binary relation on P such that the following conditions are satisfied.

(AI) Line axiom: For all p, q E P with p "* q there exists ( with respect

to set inclusion) a least member of L, denoted by pq, which contains p anb q.

Further, for every 1 ELand pE Ithere exists apE P \ p with 1:= pq .
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(A2) Parallel axiom: II is an equivalence relation on L such that for every
pair (p, l) E P X L there exists a unique member k of L with P E k and

k II i. we abbreviate Il (pll):= k. Further; k ~ l implies

n (plk) ~ n (pil ) for all pEP and k,l E L.

(A3) Triangle axiom: Whenever p, q, r are pairwise different elements of

P then Il (alpq)= Il (blpq) implies Il (alpr) 1\ Il (blqr) -j; 0 for all

ab e P.

(A4) Independence axiom: The relation - is antireflexive and symmetric such
that for all p, q, rEP with p - q there exists S E P with r - sand

pq II rs. Further, p - q and (pq) n l := {P} implies pI - q and

(pI q) n t; {PI} for all p, p', q E P and l E L with p, pIE l.

An affine space A =( P, L , II ' -) is said to be an affine plane if it

contains a 3-element basis, i.e there exist 0, p, q E P with 0 - p and 0 - q

such that every member k of L has a I-element intersection with Oq provided

k IIOp.
In case of A is an afine plane, the above axioms coincide the axioms which is

known.

Let A =( P , L , II ' -) be an affine space.

(i )The elements of P are called points and the members of L lines. Lines

k,l with k Illareparallel;points p,q with p-q are independent.

(ii)For lines k,l of A, k ~ III provided n (plk) ~ n (pll )is

satisfied for some (and hence for every) pEP.

If k and l intersect in a unique point r, we show k 1\ l := r, in case

n(plk)1\ n(pll):= p holds for some (and hence for every) pEP. This is

denoted by k # l.
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(iii) The point at infinity of k E L is defined as n(k):= 1E Lili/k}; the

connecting line of a point p and a point at infinity n(k) is given by

pvn(p/k) and it will be reasonable to agree upon p-n(k). The set of all

points at infinity of A shall be denoted by P~, the elements of P uP~are
called generalized points.

Definition 1.2: [1] Let A be an affine space.

(i) Let ao, a, , , an points and let Z be a generalized point. We say that

an n- tuple bo,b1, .b; of points is centrally perspective to

(ao,a" ,aJ via Z briefly (bo,b1,·········,bJ is CPz to (ao,a" ,aJ

if b, E ai Z and bibi+1 C l/aiai+1 for all i = 0,1, ..... , n (where

an+, = ao ,bn+, = bo)·

A satisfies Desargues' postulate for (ao, a1 , , an) via Z if all

boEaoZ there exist bo,b" .b, such that (bo,b1, ,bn) is CPz to

(ao, a1 , , an ).

(ii )For any generalized point Z, a triple (ao, a" a2) of points with

ao - Z and aoa, # a, z, aOa2 # ao z will be called a Z -triangle.

In the following we will need a special version of Desargues' postulate:

(D3 ) Whenever Z is a generalized point, their Desargues' postulate is
satisfied for every Z -triangle via z .

Remark 1.1 : Let (ao, a, , a2) be a Z -triangle (where Z is a generalized
point.)

(i) For every bo E ao Z there exists at most one pair of points b, b2 such

that (bo, b. ,b2) is CPz to (ao, a, ' a2 ). If Z is a point at infinity and

(bo, b, ' b2) is CPz to (ao, a, , a2) then (bo, b, ' b2) is also a Z -triangle and
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(ao, aI' az) is CPz to (bo, b, , b2) hence aiajllbibj for all i,jE {0,l,2} with

i"* j.

(ii) For all b, E aiZ (i = 0,1,2) with bobl ~ Ilaoal and b.b, ~ Ilaoaz

the condition (D3) implies b, b2 ~ Iial a2, i.e (bo, b, ' b2) CPz to

(aO,al,a2)·

Now we give the Pappus Theorem in an affine plane.

Pappus Theorem: [2] Let x, y, Z and x' , y' , Z' be sets of three distinct
collinear points on distinct lines such that no one of these points is on both lines an

afine plane A. Then xy' ~ JJx'y and XZ'~ JJx'z implies yz ~ JJy'z.

If A satisfies Pappus Theorem then A is called pappian affine plane. If A
satisfies Desargues postulate then, A is called desarguesian affine plane.

Theorem 1.1: [2] Every pappi an affine plane is desarguesian.

In [1], A =( P, L , II ' - ) which is an affine plane with fixed basis

0,tl,t2 was coordinatized as following. l;:= Oti ( where i = 1,2) and for all

p,qE P it was abbreviated (p,q):=n(pI/2)"n(qI/J Then t:=(tl'tz)

and 1:= Ot. Therefore; PI:= (p,O), Fi ?' (0, P )and P.:= (t, p); hence

(p,q):=(PI'P2)' P. := &l'PJ hold for all p.q e P.

11,/2, t forms a coordinate system of A where Ii denotes the i th coordinate

line (i = 1,2), ° is the orijin, and t is the unit point, the i th coordinate of a point

P is given by Pi' Furthermore; a ternary operation T is defined on R which is a

set of points on I which is dependent on the coordinate system II' Iz, t.

T: (a,b,c) --7/" n(S(a,b,c ~ll)
such that S(a,b, c):= n(aI/2)" n(c2lOb *).
Then two different binary operation denoted by +,. be defined on R as

follows.

+:=RxR; (a,b)--7a+b=T(a,t,b)
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.:= R»: R; (a,b)-7 a. b =T(a,b,O).

Theorem 1.2: [1] If A satisfies D3 then (R,+,.) is a division ring.

2. MAIN RESULT:

Lemma 2.1 : The following statements are equivalent in an afine plane A.

(i) (R, T) is a linear

(ii) (D3) holds in A, wherever Z = rr(12), AA'= 12 and BC ~ IIB'C'.

Proof: (i)::::::} (ii): Let (R, T) is a linear. Therefore; T(a, b, c) = ab + c
for all a,b,cE R. Thus S(a,b,c) and S(ab,t,c) are collinear. ABC is a

rr(12)- triangle for A = (O,c)= cz' B = S(ab,t,c) and C = S(a,b,c} Let

AA'= 12,BC ~ liB' C' and A' B' C' be a rr(12 )-triangle for A'= (O,b) = b2,

B'= rr(abI12)/\ rr(b210t.)= S(ab,t,b) = rr(bzjczS(ab,t,c)) and

Thus; ABC and A'B'C' are rr(lz)-triangle. By the remark 1.1 (i),
ABC CP A'B'C'.nil,)

From the choose of vertex points of this triangles,

c2S(ab,t, c) ~ Ilb2S(ab,t,b) and czS(a,b, c) ~ IlbzS(a,b,b} Since (R, T)

is a linear, T(ab,t,b) = T(a,b,c) and T(ab,t,b) = T(a,b,b} Thus

S(ab,t,b) and S(a,b,b) are collinear and

S(ab,t,b )S(a,b,b)~ IIS(ab,t,c )S(a,b,c}

Hence; (ii) is satisfies.

(ii)::::::} (i): Let A be a given affine plane with fixed basis {a, t., t2} and

{b2,S(ab,t,b~S(a,b,b)} be a rr(12)-triangle in A.
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{cz' S(ab, t, c h S (a, b, c)} is a n(lz) - triangle for

Cz on(bz/IJS(ab,t,c)on(S(ab,t,b~IJ and S(a,b,b)on(S(a,b,c~lz)
By the remark 1.1 (i)

{bz' S(ab,t,b), S(a,b,b )}cPn(12){cz, S(ab,t,c), S(a,b, c)}

Since A satisfies (D3)' bzS(ab,t,b) ~ //czS(ab,t,c) and

bzS(a,b,b) ~ /lb2S(a,b,c) implies

S(ab,t, b )S(a,b,b) ~ /lS(ab,t,c )S(a,b,c}. Thus S(ab,t, c) and S(a,b,c)
are collinear. Therefore;

n(S(ab,t,c ~ll)= n(S(a,b,c ~ll)

1/\ n(S(ab,t,c ~/I)= I /\ n(S(a,b,c ~/I)

Since T is a ternary operation on R, T(ab,t,c)= T(a,b,c} Also, by the

operation "+", T(ab,t,c)=T(a,b,c) implies ab+c=T(a,b,c} Finally,

(R,T) ternary ring is a linear.

Lemma 2.2 : The following statements are equivalent:

(i) (R,T) isalinearand (R,+) is a associative.

(u) A satisfies (DJ for the every n(/z) - triangles.

Proof (i):::::} (ii) : Since (R,T) is a linear, by the lemma 2.1, A satisfies

(DJ for, n(ll)' AA' = 11 and Be ~ liB' C'c /II.Also, T is a associative,

T(a,t,b+c)=T(a+b,t,c) for all a,b,cE R. Thus, by the operation "+",
S(a,t,b + c )S(a + b,t,c) ~ /III' Since n(zl)- bl, b2S(a,t,b )#(S(a,t,b ~/J
and (bl (0 + b ))# n(b2/lz ~ (b2, S (a, t, b), a + b) is a n(/2) - triangle. Also,

(b + c}~ 0 n(b2/IJ S(a,t,b + c)o n(S(a,t,b ~/2) and

S(a+b,t,cfn((a+b)2/1z). In addition; since (R,T) is a linear,

b2(b+C)2 =/2' S(a,t,b+c)S(a+b,t,c~/lS(a,t,bXa+b))and
(b + C)2S(a + b,t, c) ~ /lb2t . Thus;

(blS(a,t,b ),a + b )cPn(l2/(b + ct S(a,t,b + ch S(a + b,t,c)}
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Hence A satisfies (D3)'

(ii)~ (i): We assume that A satisfies (DJ. (b2,S(a,t,b),b) and

((b + C)2' S(a,t,b + c), S(b,t,c)) are rr(/2 )-triangle. Thus; we obtain

(b+c)2S(a,t,b+c)~ Ilb2S(a,t,b) and

(b + c )2S(b,t,c) ~ IIb2b
Since A satisfies (D3), we obtain following result.

Sia.t.b + c )S(b,t,c) ~ IlbS(a,t,b } (2.1)
Now we consider (S(a,t,b ),b,a + b) rr(/2 )-triangle. By (2.1),

S(a,t,b + c)o rr(S(a,t,b ~/2) S(b,t,c)o rr(bI/2) and

S(a + b,t,c)o rr(abl/2 ).Thus; S(a,t,b + c )S(b,t,c) ~ IIS(a,t,b '» and

S(b,t, c )S(a + b,t, c) ~ Ilb(a + b} Since A satisfies (D3),

S(a,t,b + c )S(a + b,t,c) ~ /lS(a,t,b Xa + b) ~ IIII '
and

I J\ rr(S(a,t,b + c~/I)= I J\ rr(S(a + b,t,c ~/J
T(a,t,b + c} = T(a + b,t,c)
a + (b + c) = (a + b)+ c.

Thus, (R, T) is associative.

Now we show that (R, T) is linear.

(b2, S(a,t,b), a +b )are

2.1 b2(b+c):=/2,

(D3) is satisfies, (R, T) is

((b+c)2,S(a,t,b+c),S(a+b,t,c)) and

rr(Z2)-triangle. By the lemma

(S(a,t,b + c )S(a + b,t,c)) ~ II(S(a,t,b, )and

linear.

Theorem 2.1: If A is a Papian plane then (R,+,. )is a field.

Proof: Let A is a Papian plane. By the Theorem 1.1, A satisfies (DJ.
Also, by the Theorem 1.2 (R,+,.) is a division ring. Since (R,.) is a semigroup,
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for every a:t ° there exist an element a -I of (R,.) such that
-I -1 " "a a = aa = t . We must show that the operation • has a commutati ve

property in order that (R,+,.) is a field. n(aI12) and n(bI12) are lines in

Asuch that a:tb and a.b si R: x=S(a,a,O),y=S(a,b,O) and

z=S(a,a,b) are points on n(aI12). On the otherhand

x' = S(b,a,b~y' = S(b,a,t2) and Z' = S(b,a,O) are points on n(blzJ.

Also, S(a,a,O) and S(b,a,O) are on n(oIOa.). S(a,a,b) and S(b,a,b)

are on n (b210a. ) .

Since n(oIOa.) c IIn(b210a.);

S (a, a,O)S (b, a,O) k; liS(a, a, b )S (b, a, b) (2.2).

We consider, {S(b,a,t),S(a,a,t~S(a,a,O)}-triangle and

{S(b, a, b), S (a, a, b ~ S (a, b,O)}- triangle. It is trivial that,

{S(b, a, b ~ S (a, a, b), S (a, b,O)}cPn(lJ {S(b, a,t ~ S (a, a, t ), S (a, a,O)}

From the theorem 1.1 and A is a pappian plane, A satisfies (D3)' Thus

S (a, b,O)s (a, a, b) k; liS(a, a,O)S (a, a, t )

Sia.a.b )S(b,a,b)k; IIS(a,a,t )S(b,a,t)
and

S(a,b,O )S(b,a,b) c liS(a, a,O)S(b,a,t ) (2.3).

Since A is a Pappian plane;

S(a,a,O )S(b,a,O) c IIS(a,a,b )S(b,a,b ~
S(a,a,O )S(b,a,t) k; IIS(a,b,O )S(b, a,b) implies

S(a,b,O)S(b,a,O)k; IIS(a,a,b )S(b,a,t) . Thus; it is shown that S(a,b,O)

and S(b, a,O) are collinear. But we must show that S(a, b,O)s (b, a,O) k; IIZI .

Now, we consider {S(b,a,b~S(a,b,O),S(b,a,O)}-triangle and

{S(b, a, t), S(a, a,O~ (b, aa )}- triangle. It is trivial that;

{S(b, a, b ~ S (a, b,O~ S (b, a,O )}cPn(1
2
) {S(b, a, t ), S (a, a,O~ (b, aa)}

Again from the Theorem 1.1 and A is a pappian plane, A satisfies (D3)'
Thus
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S(a,a,O )S(b,a,t) ~ IIS(a,b,O )S(b,a,b),

S(b,a,t Xb,aa)~ IIS(b,a,b )S(b,a,O)

and S(a,b,O)S(b,a,O)~IIS(a,a,OXb,aa) Since

S(a,a,O) = (a,aa~ (a, aaXb, aa) = S(a,a,O Xb,aa) ~ //1,.Thus;

S (a, b,O)S (b, a,O) ~ liS(a, a,OXb, aa ) ....... (2.4)
S (a, a,OXb, aa) ~ Ill, (2.5).

From (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain

S(a,b,O )S(b,a,O) ~ Ill, and

Thus;

I A I1(S(a,b,O~IJ= I A I1(S(b,a,O~I,)
T(a,b,O)= T(b,a,O)
a e b= b e a

Thus (R,+,.) is a field.
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Ozet

( Schmidt ve Ralph,-1996 ) da {a, tl , t 2} tabanina bagl, olarak bir ajin

diizlem koordinatlanmtsur. Daha sonra 11,12, t koordinat sisitemine baglt

olarak I dogrusu uzerindeki noktalartn kumesi R olmak iizere R kiimesi

uzerinde bir T ucli! islem tanimlanarak; (R,+,.) run bir bolumlu halka

oldugu gosterilmistir. Bu makalede ilk olarak afin diizlemde (R, T) iiclii
halkasi ile Desargues Postulatt arastndaki ilgi incelendi. Daha sonra, ajin

duzlemin Pappus Teoremini saglamasi durumunda (R,+,.) nin bir cisim

oldugu gosterildi. Bu sonuclar ilk yazarin Master tezinde gorulebilir.

Anahtar Kelimeler : Afin duzlem. Dezarg Postulatt, Pappus Teoremi.
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